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2020 Fix-and-Flip

The potential good news for prospective
buyers, however, is that mortgage rates
could decline further. The Federal
Reserve has now cut its benchmark
interest rate to zero, and mortgage rates
tend to mirror moves in interest rates –
though the impact can be delayed or
might not materialize. The fall in rates
leads to a massive influx of borrowers
able to refinance.
Homeowners and prospective buyers
responded to the plunge in mortgage rates
caused by investor panic over
coronavirus. Mortgage refinance
applications soared 79% in the second
week of March, compared to the first
while applications for home purchase
loans increased 6%, according to the
latest Mortgage Banker Association data.
There is no denying that economic
conditions are extremely uncertain. No
one can exactly foresee how the impact
on rates is going to change the market.
With many cities currently being under
lockdown, it seems like the overall
activity is going to be very sluggish

At the start ofMarch, preliminary data highlighted that Coronavirus’ impact on all
sectors has been extremely adverse, but the single family real estate sector remains
relatively strong. It has definitely negatively affected both buyer and seller
behavior but not yet to a grave extent.
A flash survey conducted by the
Eighty-seven percent said seller
National Association of Realtors of
behavior hadn’t changed, though 9
more than 70,000 residential
percent said the number of homes on
members showed that about 78
the market had declined – a figure that
percent of respondents said the
was also higher in California and
situation
had
not
changed
Washington, two states hit hard by the
initial U.S. outbreak of the virus.
homebuyer interest in their markets.
Now that many other states such as
That compares with 13 percent who
NY have been gravely hit, its very
reported a decline in interest –
hard to predict how this attitude has
numbers that were higher in
changed.
California
and
Washington
specifically. There hasn’t been a
survey to judge this since then.
On the other hand, The National Association of Realtors reported recently that,
because of coronavirus, nearly 1 in 4 home sellers nationwide are changing how their
home is shown to potential buyers. Sellers are in some cases halting open houses,
requiring prospective buyers to wash their hands or use hand sanitizer, or asking
buyers to remove their shoes, according to an NAR survey of 2,518 members in the
second week of March. Since then, as the lockdowns continue, the impact has to be
much more severe with many markets being completely shut off.
Single-family homebuilding, which accounts for the largest share of the housing
market, increased 6.7% to a rate of 1.072 million units in February, and has continued
the pace in the first half of March. Realtors estimate that housing starts and
completion rates need to be in a range of 1.5 million to 1.6 million units per month to

-‐

As of 3/31/2020, US is leading the world in terms of total cases of 174,467,

-‐

Majority of schools closed; major cities are locked down

-‐

The US trend is having the fastest increase in cases of all countries right now, mostly driven by New York’s density and an
increase in testing in the last few days

-‐

Morgan Stanley’s base case projects ~200,000 cumulative cases with a peak in ~15-30 days

-‐

Morgan Stanley’s bear case scenario is that the spread cannot be contained within a defined period and the virus becomes
endemic. ~20-40% of the US population could contract the disease this season until mass vaccination becomes available

-‐

Strong, quick and targeted policy measures could limit the economic damage to household finances by preventing job losses
and business failures

-‐

Those polices are believed to yield superior long-term outcomes than traditional stimulus measures and include:

-‐

$2,200bn fiscal aid so far to states, small business and household (sick/family leave, unemployment insurance)

-‐

Delay up to $300bn (14% of GDP) in tax payments due April 15 for up to 90 days.

-‐

Broad forbearance for federally backed mortgage and student loans is also under consideration. Tenant eviction ban.

-‐

The FED expects to announce soon the establishment of a Main Street Business Lending Program

Expected Impact on SFR Houses
-‐

We do not expect home prices to be under severe pressure as the significant imbalance between home supply and demand remains very healthy
altought the level of activity is definitely expected to go down as cities across the US start to go in lockdown, and the subsequent unemployment that
may follow.

-‐

On the mortgage side, credit risk has substantially improved since the GFC with historically high debt coverage and household equity, which should
temper default rate due to the recession.

-‐

Temporary suspension of foreclosures announced by HUD and FHFA could be a small positive for home prices as distressed sales should be kept in
check over the next couple of months. However, Lafayette is very cautious with this measure as it could have considerable drawbacks on the mortgage
ecosystem.

In the first half of March:
• The Fed dropped interest rates to 0 to 0.25%
•

All three major U.S. stock market indexes lost over 10% of their value in what was
the worst five-day trading session since 2008.

•

The bond market plummeted, with the 10-year Treasury bond's yield dipping below
1% for the first time ever.
There is so much we don’t know about
what the next few months will bring,
including whether it will even be over
in the next few months. But the
economic impact of the virus will be
far-reaching, affecting everything from
employment rates, to buyers’ and
agents’ willingness to attend open
houses, to whether sellers pull listings
or in general the demand goes down.
Many people will have less money, and
they may have less access to it as well.
Quicken Loans, the nation’s largest
home-loan lender, initially said that it
had no current plans to change
underwriting — which leaves open the
possibility that it and others might in
the future. In summary, we are at an
unprecedented time right now, with
extreme uncertainty but with the
government announces very severe
stimulus package, there is hope for the
impact to be contained

If you feel confident that now is the time to buy homes for a low cost and low interest rate, contact us.
You can help struggling homes reach their full potential and turn the future around. We can help you
finance and make the most of this difficult time. Help yourself to take advantage of the future today.
Feel reassured that you’ve taken the best steps for yourself to succeed by fixing up a home and selling
it for more than you bought it for. It will pay off in the future. Apply with Lafayette Lending for
financing today.

Flipping Trends – Boomers vs Millennials

According to ATTOM’s latest year-end home flipping report, home flips as a
portion of all home sales increased from 2018 to 2019 in 122 of the 190 metro
areas (64.2 percent). The largest annual increases in the home flipping rate came
in Laredo, TX (up 103.5 percent); Raleigh, NC (up 59.8 percent); Charlotte, NC
(up 44.1 percent); Fort Smith, AR (up 43.2 percent) and Columbus, GA (up 40.5
percent).
What is interesting to see the population demographics in these metro areas in
terms of change in the boomers and millennial populations.
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